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andÂ .Last updated on.From the section Welsh Rugby
Wales' narrow World Cup pool defeat by Ireland was

made more difficult by some poor refereeing decisions
by the man in the middle. Referee Nigel Owens called

England a penalty against Wales when Biggar was
cleanly tackled by Elliot Daly and a penalty when Wales

kicked in front of the posts. James Hook's try after a
blocked kick in the second half, initially thought to be

awarded but later disallowed, also hit the wrong side of
the post. Owens awarded a penalty try for Ireland to the
wrong side of the posts twice and disallowed a fourth.

George North was yellow-carded after a dangerous tackle
on Luke Fitzgerald, which Wales claim to have been

through contact. And when North broke a line out for his
second try, there was some debate about the legality of

the centre's offside position, Wales forward Gethin
Jenkins challenging the decision. Owens' intervention, on
the first day of the tournament, does not augur well for
next week's Pool B rematch at the Millennium Stadium.
Wales 24 Ireland 6 Referee: Nigel Owens (Wales) Key
moment: Wales 24-6 Ireland How we got here: Wales

repeat third defeat in a row in Pool B, and in 18 months
have suffered three head-to-head defeats. Wales were

given a boost in the pre-match build-up when Rob
Howley, their forwards coach, suggested that up front

there would be more two-way traffic as part of a
revamped Wales approach after two seasons without
much forward momentum. They were right. Although

Ireland were the better side for much of the game, Wales
were awarded 12 penalties to seven Ireland's. The half-
time team talk was remarkable in so far as it included a
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